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Disclaimer
Copyright of information contained in this document is owned by Consolidated
Infrastructure Group Limited (“CIG”). You may use this information and reproduce it in hard
copy for your own personal reference use only. The information may not otherwise be
reproduced, distributed or transmitted to any other person or incorporated in any way into
another document or other material without the prior written permission of CIG.
Information in this document is given by us in good faith and has been taken from sources
believed to be reliable. We make no representations that the information contained in this
document inaccurate, complete or fair and no reliance should be placed on it for any
purpose whatsoever.

The information contained herein is not intended to serve as financial or other advice. CIG
shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by any person or company using or
relying on any information and/or opinions contained herein.
CIG does not make any representation regarding any other sources, which may be
referenced in this document and accordingly accepts no responsibility for the content or
use of such sources or information contained therein. CIG shall not be liable to any party for
any form of loss or damage incurred as a result of any use or reliance on any information
contained in such sources or any sources which can be accessed through this document
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Group’s 5 year strategy has led to strong
growth Y-on-Y; HEPS up 16% in FY16
• Africa still rises, just a little more slowly. While the commodities slump and pockets of socio-economic &
political shocks have dampened growth across the African continent there are a number of reasons to be
optimistic. Dramatic reforms, increased investment in infrastructure, respect of voter outcomes and improving
performance of technocrats have been promising

• CIG’s 5 year growth strategy delivered spectacular results increasing revenue and HEPS by 192% and 122%,
respectively, since FY12. Notwithstanding dramatic upheaval across our footprint over the last 5 years, CIG’s
relentless execution of its strategy has delivered real, tangible results for shareholders. CIG’s three-pronged
growth strategy and focus on diversification continued to pay off in FY16
 Revenues (R4.5 billion), EBITDA (R476 million) and PAT (R392 million) are up 26%, 15% and 18%,
respectively. HEPS (255 cps) grew 16% from 221 cps in 2015. 68% of profits come from outside of SA
 Urbanization and a development mandate across Africa continues to support an aggressive growth
strategy for CIG as government’s look to fill a rapidly growing infrastructure gap

• CIG’s latest acquisition, Conlog, is the biggest in its history and is the embodiment of the 5 year growth
strategy. Strong sector momentum, outstanding financial performance, autonomous management and
remarkable export track record to the rest of Africa and non-African jurisdictions make Conlog a nice fit and
exceptional purchase

• Looking forward to the next 5 years, CIG is investing in key roles to further mitigate risks. Human capital has
long been critical to the group’s success. CIG investing in skills which will further position the group favorably for
the next 5 years. Aggressive risk management is, and will continue to be, a group strength
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Africa Turbulence: It is not as bad as the naysayers would have you believe

“Having rain clouds is not the same as having rain”
-Kikuyu proverb

When it comes to assessing African risks, CIG continues to look through
perception in order to understand the factors on the ground…
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Latest events across the continent have been
particularly negative in the past year

African growth: Slumping to less than 4%
Ghana: Growth slowed dramatically,
power sector restructuring

South Africa: Slow growth made worse by
political turmoil, a slowdown in
infrastructure construction and the
possibility of a downgrade
China: Rumors of a slowing Chinese
economy impacting exports across the
continent

Ethiopia: Social and political unrest
catching the administration off
guard
Angola and Nigeria: Oil price slump and
political turmoil impacting liquidity and
growth in two key SSA markets

Mozambique: $2B in unaccounted for debt
led to IMF halting support
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However we see plenty of reasons to be optimistic
at a high level and on the ground
Macroeconomic factors show an improving continent…
Normalizing for macro economic shocks, Africa is still
growing quickly. Africa projected to be the 2nd fastest
growing economy
Arab Spring
Countries

4,8 0,0

Oil
Exporters

2000-10

Rest of
Africa

7,3

2010-15

4,1 4,4

4,0

Slowing

Senegal
5.7%

O&M
Capital

93,4
7,0

9,0

Power
60,4

Transport
Water Supply

2,9 3,5
26,7

14,1

8,8 9,4 18,2
14,9

…supported by our experience on the ground

Rwanda
5.4%

DRC
4.7%

Less competition as many internationals due to
“getting their fingers burned” or African companies
improving their ability to compete

33,0
Irrigation

Kenya
6.2%
Ivory Coast
9.5%

Significant focus on $90B+ need for
infrastructure with a lot of support
from international community

ICT

Still a number of countries with high growth rates

Ethiopia
8.7%

Accelerating

Spending Need by Sector:
$ Billion

37 of 48 measured countries adopted ~80 or more
reforms to improve governance according to the
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Report

40,8

Growth of very capable and competent technocrats in many countries

7,0 21,9

Total
Source: Mckinsey, IMF, Trading Economics

Local skills and presence (CIG strengths) increasingly
more important
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Understanding the implications of these
events shape our views about the future
Manage the volatility by diversifying our
business in order to ensure we can the ride
cycles

Manage technological disruption
by investigating the newest
trends, ahead of the curve, and
the implications on the end client
and

Abandon short-term decision making in
order to give our shareholders long-term
value

Be conservative in utilizing debt to avoid a
drag on earnings growth and handcuffing
the business

Understand our client’s needs and
preferences along with competition in order
to deliver the best positioned offering

Since talent management and development
is a common problem, over-invest in human
capital

Establish and maintain an entrepreneurial
culture to cultivate innovation and
calculated risk-taking
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5-Year Strategy: Careful strategic planning showing results

“Everybody’s got plans…until they get hit”
-Mike Tyson

CIG’s delivered excellent results over the past 5 years by executing on its growth
strategy with revenues and HEPS growing by 295% and 225%, respectively. We
have managed to navigate the turbulence across the African continent...
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Refining our strategy to focus on the
next 5 years
• Accelerate growth by applying strategic, operational and financial

Strategic growth of
divisions

levers to navigate market conditions and outperform competition
̶ Deeper regional integration and market-based growth
̶ Bring the best of the group to every market we touch
̶ Launch initiatives to further enhance efficiency
̶ Aggressively manage risk at the subsidiary level

• Seek and acquire infrastructure companies and projects which can

Transformative
investments

significantly enhance the value of the group, strategically and
financially
̶ Find new ways to diversify and extend the CIG platform
̶ Adapt investment approach or launch and stabilize start-ups if
there is an unfulfilled market need
̶ Find new and innovative ways to partner for regional growth

• Build a group support structure which extends reach, adds

Formation of Pan-African
growth engine

management capacity to subsidiaries and properly “corporatizes”
new investments; making the whole greater than the sum of its
parts
̶ Aggressively address talent and risk management
̶ Continuously seek to optimize capital structure (debt, equity) 10

FY16 top line grew 26%, HEPs growth slower
at 16% due to focus on initiatives
2014 – 2016 CIG results
Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

HEPS
ZAR cps

3,604
2,636

317

188

414

221

4,532
+26%

476

+15%

255
+16%

 Revenue, EBITDA and HEPS up
26%, 15% and 16%, respectively
 Finding growth despite SA
sluggishness (68% of profits ex-SA)
and other key markets (Angola,
Ghana)

 Profitable growth a priority
instead of ceding the market
 Mix of business changing (SA vs
Int’l, project vs annuity)
 More resilient business, capable of
performing through cycles

2014

2015

2016

 Net D/E at 10% – 15%
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68% of profits sourced from outside of SA
FY2016 CIG segmental profits
ZAR Million
 R269MM (~68%) of profits from
ex-SA

32 EBITDA393

SA

45

outside of SA

11

 Power continues to lead with 42%
share of profits

136

 Oil & Gas increased its

269

contribution slightly as the Rand
continues to weaken against the
Dollar

169
101

 Building Materials and Rail both
124

experienced slight declines in
their share of profits

Total

 Corporate share of profit at 8%,

68

Power

Oil & Gas

Share of
profits

45 43

Building
Materials

Rail

Corporate

2015

33 35
12 11

3

3

7

8

2016

largely due to Oil & Gas fees
earned from management and
technical services as funds from
Angola have been forthcoming on
the back of valid arms-length
contracts
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Funding strategy: Headroom in the short
term, alignment in the long term

Overview of funding strategy

• Maintain liquidity to prevent shocks to the business…
Short term

–Currently cash on hand and facilities at R558MM and
R400MM, respectively. Total of R958MM available
–Anticipated cash calls of R217MM (R150MM for
balance of Conlog transaction, R67MM in current
liabilities)
–R741MM in headroom for unanticipated cash calls, not
including additional facilities in progress and potential
leverage given low D/E ratio

• Seek to align funding structure with business model…
Long term

–Currently arranging ZAR funding when income is roughly
50% ZAR, 50% hard currency
–Cost of capital more expensive than it should be
–Management reviewing all sources of funding
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Grow or cede a fast growing market: Our
focus on growth has benefited HEPS
“Companies also expose themselves to the
pressures of investors focused on maximizing
near-term profit at the expense of long-term
value.” - Larry Fink, CEO BlackRock
To slow down profitable growth would lead to CIG
ceding the market to competition sacrificing
medium- to long-term value for shareholders
“Risk comes from not knowing what you’re
doing” - Warren Buffet, CEO Berkshire Hathaway
The group has years of experience operating on
the continent, with a successful track record to
support it
“In the journey to success, tenacity of purpose is
supreme” – Aliko Dangote, CEO Dangote Group
CIG has a growth strategy we believe in which is
clearly communicated to shareholders

Group has demonstrated growth with conservative use of debt
2012 – 2016 revenue
ZAR cps

1,553

2,037

2,636

2012 – 2016 HEPS
ZAR cps

115

138

188

2012 – 2016 net D/E
%

-4.4
2012

3,604

221

4,532

255

+192%

+122%

13.5
7.8

-1.3
-8.4
2013

2014

2015

2016
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ROIC and CFROI, demonstrates viability of
CIG as a growth stock
2015 – 2016 CIG ROIC and CFROI
%
17

16.8
15.7
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ROIC

• Since FY2015, CIG has been looking
to institutionalize measures of
efficiency, ROIC and CFROI

WACC

• ROIC (15.7%) above WACC (13.7%)
despite investment for 2017 growth
in 2016, highlighting the fact that CIG
is a solid growth stock

15
13.7

14
13

12

12.9
11.3

11
10
9

11.2 CFROI
(ex-cash)
9.2

CFROI

8.1

8
7
6.0
0
2015
Source: David Holland Consulting

CFROI
(global avg.)

• CFROI, a true measure of cash
efficiency, shows that CIG improved
in 2016 (8.1% to 9.2%), while CFROI
(ex-cash) remained stable. The global
average is ~6%
• CIG implementing initiatives to
further enhance ROIC and CFROI
going forward

2016
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Rights offer to support Conlog transaction
closes by 25 November
 In order to pay for the acquisition of smart meter manufacturer Conlog (detailed later), CIG
management decided to undertake a fully underwritten rights offer conducted by Investec

 The company is raising R750 million through an offer of ~36.8 million shares at a price of
R19.30 per share (19.75% discount) in the ratio of ~23.8 shares for every 100 existing shares
held as of Friday, 11 November

 Shareholders will have the right to apply for excess shares not taken up by other shareholders
 Key dates in November below:
̶ 9 (Wednesday): Letters of allocation listed and traded
̶ 10 (Thursday): Rights offer circular distributed to certified shareholders
̶ 11 (Friday): Record date of determination of shareholders entitled to participate
̶ 14 (Monday): Shareholders credited with their entitlement and rights offer opens
̶ 22 (Tuesday): Last day to trade in the letters of allocation in order to settle by close
̶ 23 (Wednesday): Rights offer shares listed and begin trading on JSE at 09h00
̶ 25 (Friday): Payments made and rights offer closes at 12h00
̶ 28 (Monday): Rights offer shares issued and records updated
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In FY16, CIG invested delivering step function
HEPS growth in FY17
FY2016

FY2017

Conservative
 Group has been frugal with utilization
management of
of debt versus equity in order to fund
leverage positions
growth (D/E ~15%) impacting HEPS
group well for HEPS
enhancing growth

 Headroom provides plenty of fuel for

Effort invested in 
South Africa projects
poised to pay off if
2017 picks up

 Start of Round 4’s could provide

Slow down in SA government
spending in RE and municipalities
impacted earnings (jobs delayed cost
R400MM in revenue) and HEPS
(raised cash to secure supply)

further growth (additional leverage,
facilities) without negatively impacting
HEPS

significant, immediate uplift due to
R2.3 billion of “shovel ready” work
waiting for SA, CPM and ES. Putting
plans in place in case of further delays
which could impact 1H results

 Pace of municipality tenders began to
quicken after the elections. Group well
positioned
Group focused on  Invested significant costs in stabilizing
structural changes CONCO International, CIGenCo and
which will diversify CPM while finding another subsidiary
our profile of
in Conlog
profitability and cash
flows
Source: Business insider, Harvard Business Review

 CONCO International began to grow by
leaps and bounds (R400MM in 2014 to
R1.7B) including 3 new countries and
one mega project

 CIGenCo, Conlog and CPM balancing
earnings and cash flow profile of the
group
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Organic Growth of Subsidiaries: Real earnings growth despite macroeconomic uncertainty

“An ounce of action is worth a ton of theory”
-Friedrich Engels

With growth of subsidiaries being a primary strategic objective, CIG has
demonstrated real results over the last 5 years, with considerable earnings
growth and delivery on objectives we have communicated to the market…
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Significant growth across the group despite
challenging environment
CIG Growth Strategy: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new assets and
capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Slowdown in SA impacted

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

CONCO SA, CPM and ES
• International power
business taking off
• Building Materials facing
stagnant SA market
• AES performing…in Angola
• SA rail stabilizing

•

and 29%, respectively
− Int’l grew 4 times
− CPM, ES evolving
Building Materials EBITDA up 13%,
despite decline in revenue
AES’s contribution grew 24%
Tractionel order book up 131%

• CIGenCo making

• CIGenCo has a pipeline of 10

substantial progress on
building a pipeline of
attractive projects
• R750MM acquisition of
Conlog, a pre-paid smart
meter manufacturer

projects worth up to R1.3B in equity.
Likely to close 1 – 2 projects this FY
• Conlog revenue is ~60 – 70% int’l
and has a high cash conversion ratio.
2015 results would have added 41%
to CIG FY16 results

• Development of human

• Hired a strategic talent management

capital has become a
growing concern over the
past year
• Group had a hand in
closing a number of deals
for subsidiaries
• Africa risk increasingly
difficult to manage

executive to oversee development of
human capital across the group
• Looking to hire additional group
support after proving potential
impact of key roles (e.g., structured
finance)
• Continue to employ vigorous risk
19
management across the group

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially
Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

•
•

Strategic Growth of Divisions

Smart bets and shrewd commercial decisions
delivering against lackluster market dynamics
1 Power

2
Market: As SA’s power sector slows
down, International markets are picking
up with mega projects

2 Building Materials

2
Market: Sluggish construction, building
activities further slowed during the 3
months preceding local muni voting

Assessment:
• SA business slowed by RE delays and slow down in
muni spending
• CONCO Int’l seeing progress in mega projects, as
reorganization begins to stabilize
• ES, CPM and CIGenCo prospects improving
quickly. Prepared for step function growth

Assessment:
• Investments have been made in plant configurations
and new technology to enhance product mix and
offering
• Slow sector may allow for increasingly attractive
acquisition opportunities, further enhancing value
creation for shareholders

3 Oil & Gas

4 Rail

2
Market: Oil prices continue to hamper
Angola as the government continues to
look for ways to support the sector and
local businesses

Assessment:
• AES secured off-shore payments with International Oil
Companies reducing risk of slow remittances
• Soyo base up and running to customer delight
• Need to focus on addition of human capital in order to
continue growing

2
Market: Rate of tender activity picking up
owing to modernization works at TFR and
Prasa. While spending has been cut, it is
becoming more consistent

Assessment:
• 3 project awards leading to a 131% revenue growth
• Business has been slower than expected due to
project award delays
• Focused on getting results 5-year strategy while
20
exploring SSA, offering extension opportunities

Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Up 28%, increasing Int’l Power activity
compensating for slow SA growth
2014 – 2016 Power results

Revenue
ZAR MM

2,236

2,951

3,778
+28%

 Revenue, EBITDA and Order Book up 28%,
21% and 22% respectively
 SA impacted by delays in RE and muni
spending, though Eskom OHL picking up
 CONCO Int’l extending footprint in Africa with
big wins (e.g., Ethiopia, Malawi)

EBITDA
ZAR MM

Order book*
ZAR B

225

3.0

2014

301

4.1

364
+21%

5.0
+22%

 Collections up 50% to R3B, WIP share of
amount due from customers vs invoiced sales

 CPM, impacted significantly by SA slowdown,
has adapted by winning Int’l work (e.g., Moz,
DRC, Ethiopia, B.Faso)
 Significant progress in Int’l RE efforts for ES
and CONCO Int’l with R350MM in wins

2015

2016

 CIGenCo near closure on its first project
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Int’l business growing as SA slows down
Overview of Power experience across Africa and the Middle East

RE

Int’l

SA

2014 – 2016 Split of Power revenue
ZAR MM, Percent
2,236

2,951

29%

35%
34%

23%

16%

48%

50%

3,778

100%

18%

53%

29%

2014

2015

2016
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

For CONCO, as SA RE (R2.3B) delays,
International up significantly

Int’l

RE

SA

2014 – 2016 CONCO order book and open tenders*
ZAR Billion
Order book

Tenders awaiting adjudication
+32%

+43%

+22%

+35%

5.0

4.1
1.2

+46%

12.3

8.4
8.2

1.1

15.3

2.5

2.9
1.0

+24%

13.2

0.4
4.6

0.4

1.5

2014

1.7

2015

2.1

2016

1.4

2.0

2.4

2.1

1.5
0.6

2014

2015

2016
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Steep decline in RE year on year, while
OHL activity is up significantly
2014

2016 CONCO revenue breakdowns
CONCO revenue by services line
Percentage
Substations

CONCO revenue by client type
Percentage

Overhead Lines
59

69

11

5

2015

2016

Example

30
32

Municipalities

16
23
17

Supply Authorities

50

Mining & General

Renewable Energy

Energy Solutions*

3
2

16
16
16

34

Transport

2
1
0

17

29
34

Renewable Energy
17
*Energy Solutions only considers external revenue (non-CONCO)
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Beginning to see tremendous opportunity in RE
across the continent
Overview of RE activity across SSA
Many West African
countries setting
targets for RE
generation capacity

In East Africa, track
record of projects
under construction or
completed for private
and public sector

International RE project overview
# of Projects
22
12

East
West
Southern
& Central

5

2
1

1

Order
Book

Southern Africa seeing
growth in smaller RE
IPP initiatives

5

Pipeline

 Started new division to focus on
International RE work, plenty of traction so
far (R350MM in order book)
 While other countries lack holistic
frameworks seen in South Africa, an
experienced EPC with on the ground
experience can significantly de-risk the
project for developers and project owners
 Another example of filling a market need
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Energy solutions strategy showing promise,
progress on new offerings
• Turnover flat due to a slow down in the SA market (RE,
Eskom switching technologies, munis)
• Strong order book for FY16/17 due to significant
progress on strategy (3 solar projects, Eskom National
Contract for 8 years, etc.). 64% of current order book is
non-CONCO related business. External order book up
~90%+

• Significant growth potential in solar rooftop and EPC
business
• Low voltage business is growing rapidly

• First full SCADA facility to assist RE stakeholders in
managing their projects, gaining traction with IPPs and
OEMs
• Still expect to face challenges with project delays and a
slow down in certain sectors, especially mining
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

CPM management aiming for growth through
operational focus and diversification
• Disappointing year, impacted significantly by slow downs and delays in
South Africa, specifically RE

• Adapted strategy to win international work with small successes across
the board (e.g., T&D services, RE) without detracting from long term
strategy

• Recurring revenue grew slowly, largely on the back of Renewable Energy
contracts as asset owners feel more comfortable with CPM’s quality of
service and being to give the company more scope

• Robust growth in solar projects continues while penetration in wind and
transmission and distribution services is sluggish

• Continued RE delays could put significant strain on the business
• Regularly looking for additional talent, the key asset of the business
• Key risk of winning new business is non-compliance of incumbent service
providers (technically, local regulation such as BEE)
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Building Materials

Building Materials EBITDA up 13% despite
low activity in the construction sector
2014 - 2016 BM results
ZAR MM
500

486

399

-3%

Revenue
ZAR MM

 Despite 3% decline in revenue, BM
increased EBITDA by 13%. Results are
due to adopted defensive business
strategy
 SA’s slow economic growth negatively
impacted the construction sector

76

86

97

EBITDA
ZAR MM

2014

2015

2016

+13%

 Favorable product mix, lower volumes
resulted in positive margins
 Acquisition opportunities aggressively
pursued and evaluated in order to
identify a transaction which will
enhance shareholder value
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Oil & Gas

AES contribution to profit up 24% as Angolan
production offsets sluggish exploration
2014 - 2016 AES contribution to CIG profit
ZAR MM
 AES contribution to profit grew by 24%
accounting for 35% of group earnings

136
110

+24%

 Cash remittances from Angola up 30% yearon-year and cash return on investment steady
around ~23%

 While exploration volumes have lagged due to
the oil price, revenue from production has
increased due to higher volumes and the zero
waste discharge law

83

 Structural changes in the O&G sector
improving prospects for the business going
forward

2014

2015

2016

 Potential exit of PE partner not expected to
negatively impact CIG, other shareholders
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Oil & Gas

While macro still uncertain, in our niche we expect
continued growth to stability over next 18 months
Liquidity issues easing. Money repatriated
out of Angola up

30%

year on year.

CIG has not experienced the difficulties
other companies have had due to valid
arms-length technical service contracts

Government incentives to encourage more
exploration activity (e.g., fiscal, operational,
etc.) encouraging IOCs to begin looking at
expanding their exploration plans

Sources: Bloomberg, Reuters

OPEC assessing ways to
increase oil price (e.g.,
capping production)
although a deal has been
hard to reach

Angola reaches 10 year, oil purchase
agreement with Sinochem group in
addition to its current long term
contract with China’s Unipec

US$32 billion GE and Baker Hughes merger
of O&G assets represents a trend in the
industry as big players look at
consolidation. Indicates GE’s view on the
survival of the industry and attractiveness
for good operators

Although reaching the
highs of 2014 is a long
way off, the situation
seems to have stabilized
with positive movement
supported by the
Government’s efforts to
save the O&G sector.
Volumes will continue
to rise, providing strong
tailwinds for our waste
30
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Transformative Investments: Rail

Tractionel prospects up 100%+ as CIG looks
to solidify its rail platform
2015 – 2016 Tractionel results
ZAR MM
Revenue
ZAR MM

292
+91%

153

 Order book growth is mainly on the back of
2 big Prasa projects in Cape Town and the
award of the Majuba Rail Project

22
EBITDA
ZAR MM

+10%

20

555
Order Book
ZAR MM

240

2015

2016

 Revenue and order book up 97% and 131%
respectively while EBITDA rose slightly at
10%

 2017 looking promising from potentially
large projects with Transnet and Prasa

 New management team beginning to find
its way, however integration into CIG leaves
+131%
a lot of work to do
 Finalizing 5 year plan focused on offering
extension and geographic growth outside
SA
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Expecting big things from CIGenCo and Conlog
investments
CIG Growth Strategy: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new assets and
capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Slowdown in SA impacted

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

CONCO SA, CPM and ES
• International power
business taking off
• Building Materials facing
stagnant SA market
• AES performing…in Angola
• SA rail stabilizing

•

and 29%, respectively
− Int’l grew 4 times
− CPM, ES evolving
Building Materials EBITDA up 13%,
despite decline in revenue
AES’s contribution grew 24%
Tractionel order book up 131%

• CIGenCo making

• CIGenCo has a pipeline of 10

substantial progress on
building a pipeline of
attractive projects
• R750MM acquisition of
Conlog, a pre-paid smart
meter manufacturer

projects worth up to R1.3B in equity.
Likely to close 1 – 2 projects this FY
• Conlog revenue is ~60 – 70% int’l
and has a high cash conversion ratio.
2015 results would have added 41%
to CIG FY16 results

• Development of human

• Hired a strategic talent management

capital has become a
growing concern over the
past year
• Group had a hand in
closing a number of deals
for subsidiaries
• Africa risk increasingly
difficult to manage

executive to oversee development of
human capital across the group
• Looking to hire additional group
support after proving potential
impact of key roles (e.g., structured
finance)
• Continue to employ vigorous risk
32
management across the group

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially
Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

•
•

Transformative M&A: Investing in the long term

“Long term vision requires the patience to invest in the future”
-Cardinal Turkson of Ghana (Davos 2014)

CIG’s continues to invest in market trends ahead of the curve. Recent
investments in Renewable Energy, AES and Tractionel have proven to be earnings
enhancing. CPM, CIGenCo and Conlog are investments which will provide
immense value to shareholders by tapping into market needs…
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Transformative Investments: Power

CIGenCo – closure on first project is imminent
CIGenCo Pipeline breakdown
10%

5%

25%

60%

Solar
Dual Fuels
Hydro
Gas

 CIGenCo is making significant progress on IPP
opportunities across the continent

 1 – 2 solar projects in advanced stages of development
likely to begin construction soon

West Africa
30%

 10 projects in pipeline with up to R1.3 billion in
potential equity investment

East Africa

40%

Southern Africa
10%

20%

Central Africa

 Synergies with the rest of the group leading to
significant increase in potential deal flow

 Currently adding staff in order to manage projects and
30%

Unsolicited

Solicited
70%

investments going forward

 Management evaluating various capital structures in
order to optimize returns for shareholders
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Transformative Investments: Power

Group acquired Conlog, a South African based
manufacturer of smart, pre-paid meters
 Purchased from Schneider Electric, a
well regarded International company
whom has managed to transform grow
the company successfully since
acquiring it in 2000

BEC22
BEC23

BEC44

 Deal structure:
̶ R700MM on deal close
̶ Working capital adjustments allow
BEC42

BEC32

̶

BEC66
BEC62

BEC33

for growth without additional
investment
Deferred consideration of R50MM
PLUS up to R100MM earn out
based on FY16 performance
(ceiling based on EBITDA of
R170MM)

 Business is working capital & capex –
light with strong cash generation

 Comes with a strong management
team
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Transformative Investments: Power

Smart pre-paid meters: How they work
1 End-users purchase pre-paid tokens to

2 Utility can leverage wireless

load utility onto their conventional
pre-paid meters and manage spend

3 Utilities are piloting smart meters for

communications from smart-thin
meters to monitor consumption

two-way wireless communications
with the utility
2

3
Utility
personnel

Utility central
operations

Wind farm
PV plant

Meter

Transmission

Commercial

Generation
Distribution

1

Pre-paid
Tokens

Homes
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Transformative Investments: Power

Conlog well positioned to benefit from the 15% real
growth rate in the African meter market
Metered households

2015 – 2020: Electrification, meter share of African
households* (Millions connections)

▪ Provider of niche

▪

▪

▪

smart- and prepaid meters
globally
R&D and
engineering
focused on
product features
and price point
specifically for
the African and
other emerging
markets
60 – 70% of
revenues
sourced outside
of South Africa
Sales primarily to
Utilities and
DisCos

Electrification
rate

42%

51%

+5% p.a.

Share of
metered
versus nonmetered
households

63.6

82.1

37%

24% +15% p.a.

76%

63%

2015

2020

Non-Metered households

Key growth drivers
▪ Rate of electrification
expected to increase to
~51% of households by
2020; a CAGR of 5% per
annum
– Driven by significant
political will and
significant funding from
donor agencies (e.g.,
USAID’s Power Africa,
AfdB, etc.)
▪ Meter penetration expected
to increase from 24% to 37%
of connected households a
CAGR of 15% per annum
– Driven by need for
utilities to increase
revenue collection and
decrease non-technical
distribution losses

* Based on 80% of the largest countries with high potential (750 million people, 65% of the total population, average household = 5 people)
SOURCE: IEA World Energy Outlook, Market Data, Expert Interviews, DD Analysis
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Transformative Investments: Power

Conlog’s performance could substantially enhance
PAT and cash generation
 Conlog’s 2015 annual PAT could have had significant
impact on CIG’s FY16 PAT (41%)

2016 Potential impact of Conlog on CIG
%

 Projected CY2016 results would improve CIG revenue,

36

PAT and HEPS by ~10%, ~33% and 6%, respectively

Low (ceiling)
High (projections)

 Profitability can vary depending on share of hard
29

currency versus rand contracts, share of imported
materials and amount of R&D expenses. Therefore
profit margins can vary year to year depending on
these criteria

 Under Schneider’s guidance, Conlog has managed cash
flow very conservatively historically. CIG has no plans
to modify this approach as it leads to meaningful cash
generation at moderate growth

 CIG looks to work with management to implement

11
9

9

new strategic ideas in order to build on a very strong
platform

 Cash generative business, we expect no meaningful
investment in working capital or capex

3

Revenue

PAT

HEPS
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Transformative Investments: Power

Conlog exceeds our M&A deal objectives
M&A strategic objectives
Criteria

Strong business
intrinsics

Excellent growth
prospects

• Business offers a compelling
business model and attributes
necessary to outperform
competition

• Further position CIG to benefit
from Africa’s infrastructure “tail
winds” by offering geographic
and/or operational platform for
future growth

• Is earnings enhancing with an
Attractive deal

attractive ROI

Conlog

• Track record of delivery across a global
footprint
• Robust commercial and operational
capabilities
• Few competitors in this space (none
African), part of a standard platform

• As governments begin to move to cost
reflective tariffs, security of revenue
(e.g., pre-paid) becomes more critical
• Hard currency contracts offer moderate
hedge to imported supplies
• Can leverage CIG relationships in
underpenetrated regions

• Solid margins, W/C & CAPEX – light
• Strong cash generation
• Exceeding expectations with regards to
financial performance. FY2016 results
would have enhanced CIG FY2016
39
EBITDA by 34%+

Pan-African Growth Engine: Continuously investing in our ability to transform

“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most
responsive to change”
-Charles Darwin

CIG’s people are its core asset and the hardest to replenish. Our progressive
focus on people is not a “nice to have” it is necessary for survival…
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Investments in personnel at group level to
enhance performance across divisions
CIG Growth Strategy: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new assets and
capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Slowdown in SA impacted

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

CONCO SA, CPM and ES
• International power
business taking off
• Building Materials facing
stagnant SA market
• AES performing…in Angola
• SA rail stabilizing

•

and 29%, respectively
− Int’l grew 4 times
− CPM, ES evolving
Building Materials EBITDA up 13%,
despite decline in revenue
AES’s contribution grew 24%
Tractionel order book up 131%

• CIGenCo making

• CIGenCo has a pipeline of 10

substantial progress on
building a pipeline of
attractive projects
• R750MM acquisition of
Conlog, a pre-paid smart
meter manufacturer

projects worth up to R1.3B in equity.
Likely to close 1 – 2 projects this FY
• Conlog revenue is ~60 – 70% int’l
and has a high cash conversion ratio.
2015 results would have added 41%
to CIG FY16 results

• Development of human

• Hired a strategic talent management

capital has become a
growing concern over the
past year
• Group had a hand in
closing a number of deals
for subsidiaries
• Africa risk increasingly
difficult to manage

executive to oversee development of
human capital across the group
• Looking to hire additional group
support after proving potential
impact of key roles (e.g., structured
finance)
• Continue to employ vigorous risk
41
management across the group

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially
Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

•
•

Pan-African Growth Engine: Value-Add

Investments in human capital and our
partnerships are proving essential
• Appointed strategic talent management executive at CIG. Investing
heavily in human capital including talent management, executive
development and recruiting. Key to mitigating risks in our businesses

• Looking to optimize leverage of structured finance in order to enhance
returns on projects and for shareholders

• Improving coordination between businesses in order to bring the best
of the group to opportunities for our clients

• Expanding our relationship with our financial partners (e.g., banks,
multi-laterals, DFIs) to extend our reach and success rates across the
continent

• Re-allocated resources to further drive new opportunities (e.g., RE,
regional offices)

• Continuously work on our ability to foster better relationships with our
partners across the continent. Trust is critical
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Pan-African Growth Engine: Value-Add

Key risks consistent with last
year, group managing vigorously
Risks

• BEE in South Africa. Proposed changes in BEE legislation will
make it far more difficult to operate in companies such as
ours which have not traditionally been attractive to blacks
(as oppose to finance)

• Ensuring we have enough capital for growth. Given the
number of growth opportunities, having enough capital to
successfully capture them is critical

• Recruiting, developing and retaining key skills. The skills we
require to operate our businesses are becoming harder and
harder to find.

• Supplier risks in South Africa. Lack of recent activity in SA
impacting supplier service and quality

Mitigation

• Actively managing BEE compliance across all subsidiaries
• Investing significantly in learnerships across the group in
order to grow BEE talent pipeline

• Constantly managing relationships with shareholders so they
understand our future plans
• Carefully managing D/E levels

• Hired a Group Executive: Human Capital to significantly
enhance our capabilities in this area. Elevating this strategic
effort to the board level across the group

• Continue to spend in advance to ensure supply and
continuously engage with suppliers to manage performance

• Currency risks, forex risks across SSA

• Businesses provide a natural hedge with USD contracts

• Execution and margin risk, due to rapid growth

• COO role having immense impact at CONCO

• Group structure allowing for sustained growth (personnel,

• Adding to the Group level staff and skills to support growth
• Currently IT platform across group not necessary, will

IT)

continue to evaluate the requirement. Current focus on
ensuring individual subsidiaries are catered for
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Contact us
Thank you for your interest!!
Website: http://www.ciglimited.com
Information: info@ciglimited.com
Investors:

investors@ciglimited.com

Main telephone: +27 10 280 4040
Fax: +27 86 748 9169
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